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VALORIZATION ADDENDUM 

The objective of an external audit is to provide assurance to the users of financial 

statements on the quality of the reported information. A quality audit is therefore essential for 

the functioning of capital markets. The exercise of professional skepticism is often described 

as a key input for a quality audit. However, despite its alleged importance, our understanding 

of professional skepticism remains limited and underdeveloped due to the lack of prior 

research that simultaneously considers the impact of personal and situational characteristics. 

Professional skepticism traits, along with personal (e.g., knowledge, experience) and 

situational characteristics (e.g., tone at the top, time budget pressure, audit firm), affect the 

auditor’s behavior. In order to advance our understanding of professional skepticism, this 

dissertation investigates professional skepticism traits as input factors, and as drivers of 

process and output factors of the audit. The focus of this dissertation is thus on the inherent 

professional skepticism of the auditor (i.e., professional skepticism traits), but personal and 

situational characteristics are incorporated to be able to make a distinction between the effect 

of trait and state skepticism.  

Results of this dissertation show that professional skepticism traits of auditors are 

associated with personality traits and other individual differences, and differ significantly across 

ranks. Further, this dissertation shows that professional skepticism ultimately affects audit 

quality as professional skepticism traits are significant drivers of certain audit processes and 

output factors. The findings from this dissertation can inform, amongst others, audit firms, 

auditors, and standard setters. 

Specifically, the findings in Chapter 2 show that professional skepticism traits are affected 

by personality and individual differences. Finding the right personality fit for the auditing 

profession, therefore, seems important. These findings are of interest for both (future) auditors 

and audit firms. People might want to think about the person-job fit before pursuing a career in 

auditing. Certain personality traits (such as professional skepticism traits) are important in 

auditing practice (e.g., Cohen et al. (2017) show that people with lower trust are more likely to 

leave the profession). Hence, audit firms are recommended to assess personality during 

personnel screening and selection (e.g., by the use of personality tests) to ultimately attract 

and retain professionals that are able to take skeptical actions as the standards and regulators 

require. Further, the analyses in Chapter 2 include situational characteristics and the results 

show that subjective norms (i.e., social pressure) are the strongest predictor of 

auditors’ intentions to act skeptically. Subjective norms relate to how individuals feel about and 

respond to pressure from others. These findings could assist auditors and audit firms with 

designing effective interventions to improve auditors’ professional skepticism. The exercise of 



professional skepticism throughout an audit could be encouraged by engagement team 

members, with managers and partners leading by example. 

The findings in Chapter 3, which investigates professional skepticism traits as a driver of 

fraud brainstorming quality, are also relevant for practitioners. First, the results provide 

valuable insights regarding fraud brainstorming quality and the underlying items across 

professional skepticism traits partitions. Based on these findings, actions to improve fraud 

brainstorming quality can be recommended. More specifically, engagement team leaders 

might want to have a high attendance rate of specialists, a high contribution of all team 

members (especially forensic specialists), and an extensive discussion about how 

management might perpetrate fraud during the fraud brainstorming session. Furthermore, the 

results suggest that the effect of professional skepticism traits on fraud brainstorming is 

positive in audit firms with a positive performance evaluation system (i.e., a system that 

rewards professional skepticism). Audit firms and engagement leaders might want to take that 

into account when selecting the evaluation system. A well-designed evaluation and reward 

system can foster the exercise of professional skepticism.  

Finally, Chapter 4 examines how professional skepticism traits influence the auditor’s 

reporting behavior. The findings show that more skeptical auditors are more likely to issue a 

GCO and that situational characteristics rarely influence the effects of professional skepticism 

traits on the likelihood of expressing a GCO. These results suggest that situations in auditing 

provide ample room for personality to play its role. These findings again speak to the 

importance of finding the right personality fit for the profession. 

Overall, the findings of this dissertation can help to enhance the exercise of professional 

skepticism in audit practice, with the ultimate goal to improve audit quality. In particular, the 

dissertation provides insights that the inherent professional skepticism of the auditor is an 

important input to a quality audit, and that situational characteristics (e.g., social pressure, tone 

at the top, evaluation and reward systems) can enhance the exercise of professional 

skepticism.  

 


